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Abstract

In this thesis the aim was to investigate how a digital micromirror device
(DMD) operates, how it is controlled and how it can be applied in experi-
ments. The main goal was to write an interface that enabled easy program-
ming of the DMD via MATLAB and then to investigate what modulation
rates that could be reach. The diffraction properties of the DMD were also
studied since a coherent illumination source was used. Three experiments
where preformed, 1) a test of the written interface and the imaging system
that removes unwanted diffraction caused by the DMD, 2) an attempt to
align a camera with respect to the DMD using Moiré patterns, 3) an exper-
iment where the DMD was used to create a pattern to preform Raman and
fluorescent measurements of two samples to reproduce the DMD pattern in
a Raman or fluorescence image, respectively.

The interface and imaging system worked as intended but, it was found that
the modulation speeds was dependent of the bit depth of the data used to
control the DMD. Higher modulation rates are reached with lower bit depth,
the lowest bit depth that can be defined in MATLAB is 8 bits. Thus the
highest modulation rate that can be reached using MATLAB is 290 Hz. The
alignment experiment using Moiré patterns was difficult due to a discrepancy
between the size of the micromirrors and camera pixels that could not be
matched by the lenses at disposal. For the Raman scattering a Si-III sample
was used and for the fluorescence a droplet containing, high concentration
of red stained particles was used. The experiment showed that the shaped
laser pattern was not replicated in the filtered out Raman and fluorescently
scattered light, since it was scattered in all directions. The Raman signal
was to weak to be registered. The fluorescent signal was even distributed
over a large area and could be registered in a histogram as a shift in the gray
value over the whole image area of the camera. The mean value of the gray
scale of the background signal was 154 compared to a mean value of 178 for
the fluorescence signal.

To conclude, the MATLAB interface could successfully be used to program
the DMD and the imaging system produced clear images. The DMD will be
a good instrument to create custom tailored light patterns in two dimensions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

InFeRa is a project that started in the early 2019 at Lule̊a University of
Technology at the Division of Fluids and Experimental Mechanics. The aim
of the project is to develop a new imaging method, where interferometric
imaging is combined with stimulated Raman scattering (InFeRa) to provide
depth and species specific information in one single image.

Raman scattering is the inelastic scattering of photons by molecules [1] and
from the scattered light information on molecules can be collected. The
wavelength of the scattered light corresponds to a vibration energy level of
the bonds in the molecule. Raman scattering can be produced by simply
illuminating a sample with laser light and filtering out the resulting Raman
scattered light. The Raman signal is very weak, to get a much clearer signal
stimulated Raman scattering can be used. Two lasers are needed for stimu-
lated Raman: one laser, usually called the Stokes laser, with the wavelength
λs and another laser, called the pump laser, with the wavelength λp. The
difference between the two lasers corresponds to a Raman shift, i.e the energy
difference between an ingoing and outgoing photon due to a vibrational Ra-
man shift of the targeted molecule. By tuning the Stokes laser wavelength,
different energy levels can be targeted individually. Stimulated Raman scat-
tering (SRS) is spatially directed along the laser beams direction compared
to conventional Raman scattering that scatters in all directions [2].

One part of the InFeRa project is to use a device known as a spatial light
modulator to change the shape of the pump laser. The reason is to gen-
erate different patterns to control where in the sample stimulated Raman
measurements will be made.

In the late 1930 the field of optics started to develop ties with the field of
information and communication. Those working with optical information
explored many different devices that would allow electronic data to be con-
verted into optical signals. These devises are called spatial light modulators
(SLM). An SLM can be used to put data into an optical system but they
can also be used as a spatial filter. [3]

There are different types of SLM’s and for the InFeRa project an SLM known
as a digital micromirror device (DMD) has been selected. In 1977 Texas In-
strument started developing an SLM that they called deformable micromirror
device. This lead to the bi-stable DMD technology in 1987. The DMD was
in the beginning mostly used as a commercial projector for display technolo-
gies, but as engineers and researchers gained interest for the DMD, flexible
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1. INTRODUCTION

product kits were created to enable new applications. [4]

Another type of SLM that was considered for the project is known as the
liquid crystal (LC) SLM. A LC SLM consists of cells containing a liquid with
structural molecules that will align in different directions depending on an
electric field that is applied over the cells. There are several types of LC
SLM’s [3].

The LC SLM often modulates the phase of the beam while the DMD purely
is a binary amplitude modulator. The modulation rate of a LC SLM is slow
and it can take several minutes for the LC to reach its final state when the
electric field is changed. The DMD does not have these issues with slow
modulation rates but does have a limitation on the efficiency and precision
of the control. [5]

Note that only two types of SLM are mention here. There are more SLM:s
based on other technologies and for the interested person it is recommended
to read [3].

The ability to shape light beams using an SLM has proven to be very useful
and has lead to new and interesting possibilities in optics. Light can be
focused deep into opaque highly scattering medias [6], cold atoms can be
controlled and manipulated using optical tweezers created by an SLM [7].
Multiple optical tweezers can be created in three dimensions [8], the contrast
in microscopy imaging can be improved [9], the phase of an object can be
measured with a single shot [10] and depth profiling of a sample using Raman
spectroscopy have been demonstrated [11].

1.1 Aim of the thesis

For the InFeRa project a ViALUX V7001 module containing a DMD con-
nected to a control board and a software interface was selected due to the
fast modulation speeds that can be reached. The main aim for this master
thesis is to investigate how the DMD operates, how it can be controlled via
MATLAB and to preforme some simple optical experiments where the DMD
is used to get better knowledge of its beam shaping properties. The experi-
ments were to test the control code and imaging system, aligning the DMD
with a camera using Moiré patterns and to investigate the Raman and fluo-
rescently scattered light from different samples, i.e. silicon and a fluorescence
dye diluted in Milli-Q water.
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2. METHOD

2 Method

This section will give basic insight into the architecture of the DMD, it’s
diffraction properties and how it is controlled via a computer. Then the
experiments and what kind of optical system that was used will be presented.

2.1 The architecture of the DMD

The DMD is a highly reflective optical micro-electrical-mechanical system,
MEMS, consisting of M ×N micromirrors of side length d. In this project a
Vialux V7001 DLP development kit was used where the DMD chip consists
of 768 × 1024 micromirrors with side length d = 13.7 µm. In Figure 1, a
photograph of the DMD can be seen. Each mirror is attached onto a torsion
hinge that allows the micromirror to rotate diagonally ±12◦ around the mi-
cromirrors. In Figure 2, a sketch of one single micromirror with the marked
rotation axis can be seen. Each micromirror is mounted over a comple-

Figure 1: A picture of the DMD. The silver coloured rectangle in the middle
is the DMD consisting of 768 × 1024 micromirrors.

mentary metal–oxide–semiconductor static random-access memory (CMOS
SRAM) cell that can be addressed independently. The rotation is caused
by the electrostatic attraction that occurs between the memory cell and the
mirror when a 0 or a 1 is written in the memory cell. [12],[13]
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2. METHOD

Figure 2: A sketch for one single micromirror with the marked rotation axis.
The side length of the micromirror is d = 13.7 µm.

The switching rate of the DMD is the time it takes for one mirror to change
between two states. Information about the switching rate was found in a
specification document from ViALUX. The switching rate for the V7001
module according to ViALUX can be seen in Table 1. As can be seen, the
switching rate decreases as the bit depth increases. More information about
the bit depth can be found in the next section.

Bit depth Switching rate
1 Uninterupted 22 727 Hz (44µs)
1 17 241 Hz (58 µs)
2 9174 Hz (109 µs)
3 5555 Hz (180 µs)
4 3496 Hz (286 µs)
5 2016 Hz (496 µs)
6 1091 Hz (916 µs)
7 569 Hz (1757 µs)
8 290 Hz (3439 µs)
9 146 Hz (6803 µs)
10 73 Hz (13 531 µs)
11 37 Hz (26 986 µs)
12 18 Hz (53 897 µs)

Table 1: The switching rates of the DMD according to ViALUX.
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2. METHOD

2.2 Diffraction properties of the DMD

Since coherent light was selected as an illumination source the DMD:s prop-
erties as a diffraction grating had to be taken into consideration.

Consider first a multiple diffraction grating in one dimension. The grating
equation for multiple slit diffraction is

sin(θ) = m
λ

d
, (2.1)

where θ is the diffraction angel, λ is the wavelength of the light, m is the
diffraction order and d is the distance between two neighboring slits. In
Figure 3a a sketch of a multiple slit diffraction setup can be seen. The
envelope of the intensity pattern that can be seen at the screen is centered at
the zeroth diffraction order, i.e the zeroth diffraction order has the highest
intensity.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: a) Multiple slit diffraction, b) reflective grating, c) reflective tilted
grating. θ is the diffraction angle, in these images it is the angle between first
and zeroth diffraction order. φi is the angle of the incident light ray and φr
is the angle of the reflected light. φT ilt is the angle between the DMD normal
and micromirror normal and d is the distance between two mirrors.

If the light incident on the grating has an angle θi the diffraction pattern
will slide so that the zeroth diffraction order will be centered at −θi. The
position for the diffraction orders in this case is described by

sin(θ) = m
λ

d
− sin(θi) (2.2)

where θi is the incident angle [14]. As the diffraction pattern is moved with
incident angle so does the intensity envelope of the diffraction pattern [13].
If the slits in the grating now are replaced by a mirror array a reflective
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diffraction grating is created as seen in Figure 3b. The incident angle to
the grating normal is φi, meanwhile, the angle to the zeroth order maximum
from the normal is φr = −φi. The intensity envelope is still centered at
the zeroth order. This, however, can be changed if the mirrors are tilted
at an angle φtilt, see Figure 3c. In the figure the main ray coincides with
the second diffraction order, so the intensity envelope is centered around the
second order. This order is said to be ”blazed” [13].

The DMD acts as a two dimensional reflective grating when a coherent light
source is used.

2.3 Programming the DMD

The software that controls the DMD is known as the ALP controller suit and
is written in C++. The software contains all the functions needed to be able
to take full control over the DMD. In the ALP documentation information
about the functions and which arguments that are necessary to use can be
found.

Before any applications could be written to control the DMD via MATLAB
the following steps had to be taken:

1. A MinGW-w64 c and C++ compiler was installed in MATLAB

2. The ALP header file was copied into MATLAB

3. The dynamical linked library (DLL) file was copied into MATLAB

4. A class file named ALP were created. In the class file all standard values
used by the ALP were defined together with the name of the header
file and the DLL file

5. Writing MATLAB functions that sends the arguments to the ALP func-
tions, for this the calllib() function was used.

With the interface in place it was possible to start programming the DMD.
Even if the interface made the programming easier, care had to be taken when
defining the parameters. In the C++ programming language the data type
(int, char, float ect) of the variables, has to be declared. This means that the
parameters sent to the ALP functions need to be of the correct data type.
In the ALP documentation it says all constant variables need to be a 8 bytes
integer. This is defined in MATLAB using the command int32() which
declares the variable to be of type int that is 32 bits long (4 bits combined
gives 1 byte, so 32 bits gives 8 bytes). Some of the parameters needed to be
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a pointer of a specific data type. (A pointer is a memory address to where
a parameter has been saved in the memory of the computer.) By using the
command libpointer() the pointers can easily be defined with the correct
data type. To make the DMD display a pattern an image needs to be sent
to the DMD. The data type, i.e the bit depht of the image is also important.
The DMD can handle a bit depth up to 12 bits and the minimum bit depth
is 2. For an image with the bit depth of 2 bits the pixels in the image can
only have two values: 0 or 1. An image with a depth of 8 bits can have
values from 0 − 255. For a simple example of how the interface can be used
please see the appendix for a simple code example together with a detailed
explanation of how it works.

2.4 Basic test of interface and filming pattern change

The written interface was tested with a few basic patterns. In doing so a
dedicated imaging system able to remove the unwanted diffraction caused
by the DMD due to the use of a coherent illumination source needs to be
constructed.

A sketch of the imaging system can be seen in Figure 4. This is a so-celled
afocal telecentric imaging system that image the pattern of the SLM onto a
detector at the coherent magnification

m = −f2
f1
, (2.3)

where f1 and f2 is the focal length of lenses L1 and L2, respectively. The
coherent light source illuminates the DMD and all the mirrors that are tilted
by 12◦ will reflect the light towards lens L1. An aperture is placed in the
Fourier plane between the two lenses L1 and L2 to filter unwanted diffraction
from the image by adjusting the width of the aperture’s opening.

It is possible to calculate the width w of the aperture opening that will
remove all diffraction of order ±1 and higher. Figure 5 shows a sketch of
how a first order diffraction ray refracts through the lens L1. To remove all
diffraction of order ±1 and higher the width of the aperture needs to be 2x,
i.e w = 2x. Looking at Figure 5, the distance x can be calculated with

x = f1tan(φ) (2.4)

where φ can be calculated with equation 2.1:

φ = sin−1

(
m
λ

d

)
. (2.5)
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Figure 4: A sketch of the afocal telecentric imaging system used to test the
MATLAB interface and remove unwanted diffraction from the imaged light.
The DMD reflects light towards lens L1, with focal length f1, when the mirrors
are tilted 12◦. The light is then focused through an aperture and then hits the
lens L2, with focal length f2, that images the ligth onto the camera.

Figure 5: A sketch of how the first order diffracted light is refracted through
the lens L1. To remove all diffraction of order ±1 and higher the width needs
to around 2x, i.e w = 2x.
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Thus the width is given by

w = 2f1tan

(
sin−1

(
m
λ

d

))
. (2.6)

It is desired that when the micromirrors of the DMD are tilted 12◦ the
reflected light should be in the direction of the normal of the DMD. To
achieve this the illumination light needs to have suitable incident angels to
the DMD normal. In Figure 6a a sketch of one mirror pixel can be seen.
The angle between the incident light and the z-axis is the same as the angle
between the reflected light and the z-axis. If the mirror pixel is tilted 12◦

around the y-axis the situation in figure 6b occurs. Note, that the incident
angle has changed with respect to the z-axis. The angle between the tilted
mirror normal and the z-axis is 12◦. Thus if the light ray has an incident
angle that is 12◦ to the normal of the mirror the reflected ray will coincide
with the z-axis. The angle between the incident light and the z-axis is here
24◦. If the incident angle of the ray stays the same and the mirror is tilted
−12◦ the situation can be described by Figure 6c. Now, the micromirrors of
the DMD are tilted around their diagonal, as represented by the mirror pixel
seen in Figures 6b and 6c. Note that the mirrors are rotating ±12◦ around
the x and y-axis at the same time. This means that for the reflected ray to
be parallel with the z-axis the incident ray needs to have an incident angle
that compensates for the rotation about the x-axis as well as the rotation
around the y-axis. In Figure 6d the directions of the incident angels can be
seen, note that the normal direction of the flat state is in the same direction
as the z axis. The angels needs to be φ = 24◦.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: a) Mirror in flat state where the angels between the incident and
reflected light are θ, b) mirror tilting 12◦, reflected ray coinciding with the
normal for the flat state, c) mirror tilting −12◦, reflected beam does not
coincide with the flat state normal, d) the z-axis is in the direction of the
normal of the flat mirror state. The light has the angles of incident φ.
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2.5 Moiré pattern alignment

Shien Ri et al. describe in [15] an alignment method called the phase shifting
Moiré method. This is a method where a DMD and a camera are aligned
with respect to each other so that one pixel on the DMD corresponds to one
pixel in the camera. The experiment to try to align the camera and DMD is
based completely on article [15].

The main principle of the phase shifting Moiré method is that if the DMD
pixels do not correspond to exactly one pixel on the camera, a Moiré pattern
will be visible in the camera image after a simple image processing. A Moiré
pattern is an interference between two similar fringe patterns that overlap
each other. In Figure 7a a fringe pattern can be seen and in Figure 7b the
same pattern has been rotated slightly. If these two patterns are placed on
top of each other the result will be the Moiré pattern shown in Figure 7c.
The alignment method works by displaying a pattern on the DMD, then to

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: a) A fringe pattern, b) the same fringe pattern as in Figure 7a but
rotated a small angle, c) the resulting Moiré pattern from overlapping Figure
7a and 7b.

image it on a camera and then to process the image in order to look after
Moiré patterns in the resulting image. Lets start with the image processing
in one dimension and then expand into two dimensions.

Assume that the DMD and camera are aligned so that all DMD pixels cor-
respond to only one camera pixel. This situation is represented in Figures 8
a and b, respectively. Figure 8a represents the camera sampling points and
Figure 8b the DMD pixels where every other pixel is ”on” (tilted 12◦) and
”off” (tilted −12◦), respectively. The resulting image from the camera can
be seen in Figure 8c. The image is identical to the displayed DMD pattern
since each camera pixel only captures the reflected/not reflected light from
the corresponding DMD pixel. Then the images are ”thined out” by selecting
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Figure 8: Principle when camera
and DMD are aligned. a) cam-
era sampling points, b) DMD pat-
tern displayed, c) captured image,
d) thinned out image, e) copied im-
age.

Figure 9: Principle when camera
and DMD are not aligned. a) cam-
era sampling points, b) DMD pat-
tern displayed, c) captured image,
d) thinned out image, e) copied im-
age.

every 4:th pixel, see Figure 8d. The selected pixels are replicated 3 times,
thus giving a new image with the same dimensions as the original pictures,
see Figure 8e. The processed image only contains pixels with the same value,
giving a flat black picture.

Assume now that the camera is not aligned with the DMD, Figure 9a and
b. Two DMD pixels now contribute to one camera pixel that results in an
image containing gray scales, see Figure 9c. The thinned out pixels, Figure
9d, are replicated to give the final image in Figure 9e that now gives a Moiré
pattern. Thus if the processed image contains Moiré patterns the DMD and
camera are not aligned. This is easily expanded into two dimensions. Assume
again that the DMD and camera is aligned and that the DMD displays the
pattern shown in Figure 10a. The image captured by the camera is shown
in Figure 10. Then every four pixel in both rows and columns is selected,
Figure 10c, and then replicated three times in both rows and columns which
results in Figure 10d. The camera can thus be aligned with the DMD by
studying the Moiré patterns in the processed image. According to [15] the
Moiré fringes will become larger and larger and eventually disappear when
one camera pixel corresponds to one DMD mirror.
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Figure 10: The principle when camera and DMD are aligned in two dimen-
sions. a) displayed DMD pattern, b) captured image, c) thinned out image
in two dimensions, d) copied image.

2.6 Raman and fluorescence imaging

In this section the basic principle of Raman and fluorescence scattering is
explained.

In the world of atoms and molecules, everything is about energy and the
transition between different energy levels. The transitions can be studied
using a spectrum, which is a map over the electromagnetic radiation that a
atom or molecule can radiate. From an atomic spectrum, information about
the electronic transition can be extracted thus giving an understanding of
how an atom is structured. A molecular spectrum is much more complex
since a molecule consists of at least two atoms. In a molecular spectrum
it is possible to find information about the electronic transitions but also
about the vibrational and rotational transitions that can occur between the
atoms in the molecule. In general the electronic transitions are higher in
energy as compared to the vibrational transitions, and usually the vibrational
transitions are higher in energy than the rotational transitions [1].

A Raman spectrum is the result of the inelastic scattering of photons by
molecules. In Figure 11, a sketch of the Raman process can be seen. Three
kind of scattering may occur in the Raman process: Rayleigh, Stokes and
anti-Stokes scattering. Assume that a laser is used to illuminate a sample of
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Figure 11: The Raman process shown as an energy diagram. Ep is the photon
energy of the pump laser, Es is the photon energy of the Stoke scattered
photon and Ea is the photon of the Anti-Stoke scattered photon.

molecules and let the energy of one photon from the laser be Ep = hνp = hc
λp

.

The laser is used to pump the molecule into a so called ”virtual state”, which
is a state between two electronic states. In Figure 11 the virtual state lies
between the ground state and the first excited state. For the most part the
molecule will return to the ground state, i.e. the Rayleigh scattering. In some
cases the molecule will go from the excited virtual state to a vibrational state
that lies above the ground state. The scattered photon has in this case the
energy Es. Since Es < Ep the photon has been red shifted. This scattering
is called Stokes scattering. The last case is that the incident photon pumps
the molecule from an excited vibrational state into a virtual state and then
transition from the virtual state to the ground state. This scattering is known
as anti-Stokes scattering. The photon emitted has the energy Ea and is blue
shifted with respect to the incident photon, i.e Ea > Ep and λa < λp. It is
the Stokes and anti-Stokes scattered light that contains information about
the molecule. The probability for Raman scattering to occur is one in ten
millions, which is much weaker than the Rayleigh scattering. To be able to
detect the Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering the Rayleigh scattering has to
be removed using filters before the signal is detected.

In fluorescence scattering the molecule is excited to new electronic transi-
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Figure 12: Fluorescence shown as a energy diagram. Ep is the photon energy
of the pump laser, Et is the energy of the radiative or non-radiative transition
from the second excited state to the first excited state, and Ef is the photon
energy of the fluorescence light.

tions, see Figure 12. A laser of photon energy Ep is used to pump the molecule
from its ground state to the second existed state. From there the molecule
emits an amount of energy Et and transition into the first excited state.
This transition can be radiative or non-radiative. From there the molecule
returns to the ground state, emitting a photon of energy Ef , which is the
fluorescently scattered light. Fluorescence scattering is about 104 times more
probable than Raman scattering. (For every 1000 incident photon absorbed
by the molecule typically one fluorescence photon is emitted as compared to
one in ten millions for Raman scattered light).

For the experiments preformed in this thesis the imaging systems used are
almost the same as the one presented in section 2.4. Sketches of the exper-
imental setups for the two experiments can be seen in Figures 13 and 14,
respectively. Note that in the Raman system the laser is reflected of the
sample compared to the fluorescence system where the laser passes through
the sample.
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Figure 13: A sketch of the imaging system used in the experiment to image
Raman scattering. Lens L1 has the focal length f1, lens L2 has the focal length
f2 and lens L3 has the focal length f3.

Figure 14: A sketch of the imaging system used in the experiment to image
fluorescence scattering. Lens L1 has the focal length f1 and lens L2 has the
focal length f2.

16



3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

3 Experimental setup

The equipment used for the experiments and the experimental setups is pre-
sented here.

3.1 Basic test of interface and imaging system

In the first experiment the MATLAB interface was tested by displaying dif-
ferent patterns and picture sequences and filming the pattern changes. The
main part of the experiment was to test the imaging system that removes
the diffraction effects to ensure that clear images were produced. In the
appendix, the code used for testing the interface can be found. Different
pictures and different display time settings for a sequence were tested. In
Figures 15, a picture of the telecentric imaging system can be seen. The

Figure 15: The experimental setup used for the testing of the interface. Lens
L1 with focal length f1 = 100 mm and lens L2 with focal length f2 = 30 mm.

equipment used for the experiment was:

• HeNe laser

• 10 times magnification telescope objective

• 3 times magnification telescope objective

17
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• A vialux V7001 DMD kit with the pixel pitch 13.7 µm

• f1 = 100 mm lens (L1)

• f2 = 40 mm lens (L2)

• Aperture

• U-MAKO 503-B camera

The two telescope objectives were used to enlarge the beam of the HeNe
laser that was used as illumination source, so that almost all of the DMD
was illuminated. The magnification between the DMD and the camera is
calculated to

m = − 40 mm

100 mm
= −0.4. (3.1)

The width of the aperture opening is calculated with equation 2.6 were f1 =
100 mm is the focal length of the first lens, m = 1 since diffraction of order ±1
and higher shouled be removed, d = 13.7 µm is the width of the micromirrors
and λ = 632.8 nm is the wavelength of the HeNe laser. This yields a width
of w = 9.2 mm.

3.2 Moiré pattern alignment

For this experiment the same imaging system as the one that can be seen
in Figure 15 was used, but the camera was mounted onto two translation
stages that enabled the camera to be moved horizontally and vertically to
try to align it with the DMD. The micromirrors of the DMD are larger
than the camera pixels, thus the lenses used in the imaging system needs
to compensate for the size difference. One micromirror is 13.7 µm and one
camera pixel has a pitch of 2.2 µm. The ration between them are 0.1606, thus
the lenses needs to be selected so that the magnification becomes m = 0.1606.
The following equipment was used:

• HeNe laser

• 10 times magnification telescope objective

• 3 times magnification telescope objective

• A ViALUX V7001 DMD kit

• f1 = 150 mm lens (L1), f2 = 20 mm lens (L2)

• f1 = 150 mm lens (L1), f2 = 25 mm lens (L2)
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• Aperture

• U-MAKO 503-B camera

• Two linear translations stages

Since it was not possible to select the lenses to perfectly match the ratio of
0.1602 between a micromirror and a camera pixel, two combinations of lenses
were tested to see which one preformed the best. The magnification of the
telecentric system for the two lens pairs are

m1 = − 20 µm

150 µm
= −0.133 33, (3.2)

m2 = − 25 µm

150 µm
= −0.166 66, (3.3)

respectively.

The captured image from the camera is processed as described in section 2.5
and the displayed pattern can be seen in Figure 16. One stripe consisted of
two micro mirrors on the DMD. Please note, in the image shown the scale of
the pattern is much larger, (9 mirrors contribute to one stripe), to make the
pattern more visible for the reader.

200 400 600 800 1000
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200

300

400

500

600

700

Figure 16: The pattern displayed on the DMD during the Moiré experiment.
One stripe consisted of two DMD mirrors. Please note that the scale in the
image is larger to give a clear image of the pattern.
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3.3 Raman and fluorescence imaging

In this experiment the DMD was used to project a pattern onto two different
samples to obtain Raman and fluorescence scattering. In the experiments a
laser and the DMD is used to project a pattern onto two samples and the
scattered light is then imaged onto a camera. This was done to investigate
if it was possible to see the displayed pattern in the scattered light.

In Figure 17 the optical system used for the Raman imaging experiment
can be seen and in Figure 18 the experimental setup for the fluorescence
experiment is shown. The equipment use for the Raman experiment was:

• 532 nm 60 mW DPSS Laser, Altechna, LT

• 10 times magnification telescope objective

• A ViALUX V7001 DMD kit

• f1 = 100 mm lens (L1)

• f2 = 40 mm lens (L2)

• f3 = 50 mm lens (L3)

• A thin piece of silicon used as sample

• A Semrock razer sharp 532 nm edge filter

• A Semrock basic 532 nm edge filter

• Aperture

• U-MAKO 503-B camera

For the fluorescence experiment the following equipment was used:

• 532 nm 60 mW DPSS Laser, Altechna, LT

• 10 times magnification telescope objective

• A ViALUX V7001 DMD kit

• f1 = 100 mm lens (L1)

• f2 = 40 mm lens (L2)

• A PS-FluoRed-Particles droplet diluted with water was used as a sam-
ple (micro particles GmbH)

• A Semrock razer sharp 532 nm edge filter
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

• A Semrock basic 532 nm edge filter

• Aperture

• U-MAKO 503-B camera

The pattern projected onto the two samples can be seen in Figure 19.

Figure 17: The experimental setup used for the Raman imaging experiment.

Figure 18: The experimental setup used for the fluorescence imaging experi-
ment.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 19: The pattern displayed in the Raman and fluorescence experiment.

To analyze the results from the two experiments three images are needed for
each experiment. The first image was of the laser where both the sample and
filter was removed from the optical system. For the second image the filters
were placed in the system and a background image was taken. For the last
image the sample was placed into the laser beam and a Raman/fluorescence
image was taken. Please note, since in the case of the Raman experiment the
laser is reflected by the silicon slab, a mirror was used to produce the laser
and background pictures, since the sample cannot be in the optical system
to obtain these pictures. The laser image is used to check how the laser light
hits the camera and the background picture is needed to make sure that the
laser has been removed by the filters and that no reflexes from the equipment
hits the detector.
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4 Result

4.1 Interface test and filming pattern change

The results of the removal of unwanted diffraction using the telecentric imag-
ing system with an aperture can be seen in Figures 20a and 20b. Comparing
the images it is clear that if the diffraction is not removed the images be-
comes blurred (Figure 20a). In Figures 21a-21d images from the test of the
interface can be seen. The images are frames taken from the movie of the
pattern changing. There are no sign of any diffraction from the DMD in
these images.

(a) (b)

Figure 20: The results from the test of the imaging system. a) An image
where the aperture is completely open, thus no diffraction is removed. b) An
image where the aperture is closed to remove diffraction orders of ±1 and
higher.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 21: Frames from the movie of the pattern change, a) is a test pattern
provided by ViALUX and b) shows the same pattern but it is mirrored and
rescaled so that a smaller part of the DMD is used. c) and d) shows two
patterns made in a digital drawing program.
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4.1.1 Moiré pattern alignment

In Figures 22a-22e the interesting part of the images of the Moiré alignment
experiment can be seen. Figures 22a, 22c and 22e are imaged through a
system with a magnification of m = −0.1333, meanwhile the system used for
Figures 22b, 22d and 22f had a magnification of m = −0.1666.

The result after the imaging process with magnification m = −0.1333 can
be seen in Figures 22c and 22e. The camera had been moved 2 µm side ways
between the two images and by comparing them it can be seen that the
alignment of the fringes had changed along the diagonals. The camera was
moved 2 µm according to the accuracy using the two manual stages that the
camera was mounted on. The number of fringes or the size of the width did
not seem to change between the two images.

For the second imaging system (magnification m = −0.1666) the processed
images can be seen in Figures 22d and 22f. In the same way as for the
first imaging system the camera was moved 2 µm side ways between the two
images. Comparing the images it is hard to see if something had changed
along the diagonals, but the width and number of fringes did seem to stay
constant.

If the camera and DMD where perfectly aligned the processed images should
show a completely even dark or light image without any fringes patterns
visible.

4.1.2 Raman and fluorescence imaging

In Figure 23a a image of the focused laser light can be seen, the background
image is shown in Figure 23b consisting of 20 added images and Figure 23c
is the result from the Raman imaging, also consisting of 20 added images.
In Figures 23d, 23e and 23f histograms of the images can be seen. Figure
23a shows the signal when the filter had been removed and the background
image in Figure 23b shows that the filters removed the laser successfully.
Comparing the background image with the Raman image in Figure 23c it is
hard to see if there are any difference. Comparing the histograms and mean
gray values in Figures 23e and 23f, it can be seen that the mean gray value
of the Raman image is 156, which is slightly higher than what the mean
background gray value of 152.

In Figure 24a the laser image from the fluorescence experiment can be seen.
Figure 24b shows the background image for the fluorescence experiment and
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 22: Figures a), c) and e) was produced with a imaging system using the
lenses f1 = 150 mm and f2 = 20 mm giving a magnification of m = −0.1333.
b), d) and f) was produced with the lenses f1 = 150 mm and f2 = 25 mm with
m = −0.1666. a), b) Captured image of the Moire alignment pattern. c), d)
Processed camera image. e), f) Processed camera image, after 2 µm side way
movment compared to Figure 22c and 22d.
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Figure 23: Raman scattering experiment. a) An image of the laser, b) the
background image, c) the Raman image, d) a histogram of the laser image, e)
a histogram of the background image with a mean value of 152 and a 2.4∗10−4

margin of error, f) a histogram of the Raman image with a mean value of
156 and a 7.1 ∗ 10−4 margin of error. Note that the laser image in a) does
not look like the shaped laser since it has been focused onto the camera with
a lens (L3 in Figure 13).

the fluorescence image can be seen in Figure 25. Figures 24d, 24e and 24f
shows histogram of the laser, background and fluorescence images respec-
tively. A small difference in gray value can be seen between Figures 24b
compared to 24c. Comparing the histograms and mean gray values in Fig-
ures 24e and 24f, it becomes clear that the fluorescence image has a brighter
mean gray value of 178 compared to mean value of 154 for the background.
In figure 25 a photograph from the experiment when it was running can be
seen. The orange light inside the red circle is the fluorescence light scattered
from the sample.
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Figure 24: Fluorescence scattering experiment. a) An image of the laser,
b) the background image, c) the excited image, d) a histogram of the laser
image, e) a histogram of the background image a mean value of 154 and a
9.3 ∗ 10−4 margin of error, f) a histogram of the fluorescence image a mean
value of 178 and a 10 ∗ 10−4 margin of error.

Figure 25: The orange fluorescence light can be seen by the naked eye inside
the red circle.
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5 Discussion

The results from the test of the MATLAB interface and the imaging system
to remove unwanted diffraction was good. Comparing Figures 21a-21d with
Figure 20a where the diffraction has not been removed it can be seen that
the images are not blurred.

The modulation rate of the DMD highly depends on the bit dept of the im-
ages that are sent to the DMD and by using images with lower bit depths
higher modulation rates can be achieved. The smallest data format MAT-
LAB can store is integers consisting of 8 bits. Looking at table 1 containing
the information about the switching rates provided by ViALUX the highest
modulation rate that can be reached using MATLAB is 290 Hz. If higher
modulation rates are needed another programming language that allows for
definition of lower bit depths has to be used, for example c++.

From the data of the Moiré alignment experiment it was clear that the cam-
era and DMD were not aligned. However, moving the camera did not change
the number of fringes seen in the processed image, it only changed the align-
ment of the fringes along the diagonals. The unchanged fringes indicated
that there is not a one-to-one correlation between the pixels of the camera
and the mirrors of the DMD. The magnification of the two imaging systems
used were 0.1333 or 0.166 66 depending on which pair of lenses that was used.
The magnification needed to compensate for the ratio between the micromir-
rors and camera pixels are 0.1606. This discrepancy most certainly caused
the Moiré fringes not to change when the camera was moved with respect
to the DMD. This issue could be resolved by changing the lenses used for
the telecentric system so that the magnification gets closer to 0.1602 or the
imaging system has to be redesigned. Comparing the fringes between Figures
22c and 22d it can be seen that the fringes for the case of a magnification of
0.166 66 are larger then the fringes in the case of a magnification of 0.1333,
which is an improvement.

The experiment to image Raman scattered light or fluorescence and look
for a pattern resembling the pattern illuminated onto the sample did not
succeed. It is clear from Figure 23c that there are no visible pattern and
there seems to be no signal. Looking at the histograms in Figure 23e and 23f
a small difference can be revealed between the mean gray values 152 and 156,
respectively. However since the background image only could be obtained
using a mirror to reflect the laser in the same direction as the silicon sample
the small difference may be caused by the mirror that might have a higher
reflectively than the silicon slab. If the small difference is the Raman signal it
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is possible that longer exposure time and more accumulated data over a long
period of time could increase the difference. Another option would be to use
a more powerful laser to increase the Raman scattering. This would make the
signal stronger but since the Raman process scatters light in all directions a
pattern would most likely still not be visible in the resulting image. To avoid
an uncertainty of using a mirror to create a background image a sample such
as some kind of clear plastic could be used. The measurements would then
be made behind the sample on the opposite side of the incident laser. Then
the background image can easily be obtained by removing the sample from
the laser path.

There was no pattern visible in the fluorescence image, however, after some
investigation it became clear that fluorescent light actually reached the cam-
era. From Figure 25 it can be seen that the orange fluorescence light is evenly
distributed over a large area. Thus the light that reaches the camera was
evenly distributed over the detector giving the first impression that nothing
was detected. Comparing the histogram in Figures 24e and 24f a clear shift
of the fluorescence histogram can be seen where the two mean values of the
gray scale are 154 and 178, respectively, suggesting that the fluorescence sig-
nal was captured. It may be possible that if the sample were exposed to the
laser in the same time frame as the life time of the florescence of the dye, a
pattern may be visible in the captured signal.

6 Conclusion

The DMD can easily be controlled using MATLAB but there are limits to how
fast modulation rates that can be reached. The interface that was written
worked as planned and the imaging system produced clear images. The
attempt to align the camera and DMD with respect to each other did not
succeed due to a mismatch between the size of the micromirrors and the
camera pixels. It is not clear if the attempt to image the Raman scattering
worked or not. The imaging of fluorescence light succeeded, however, it was
not possible to see the same DMD created pattern as the one illuminated on
the sample.
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7 Future work

Future work connecting to the InFeRa project would be to start investigating
how the DMD can be used with SRS. The light needs to be image onto a
time resolved camera and a decision about if a one to one match between
the camera pixels and the DMD’s micromirror is wanted or needed. Another
challange with the SRS is that the measurements is desired to be done with
an angle of 180◦ from the incident light. The next step would be to preform
interferometric measurements of a surface using the SRS scattered light and
then the problem to preform SRS and interferometric measurements inside
a sample has to be solved. Since the DMD is very restricted in its ability to
shape light in the depth direction, it is most likely that a phase modulating
SLM has to be used.

Another area of interest would be to use the DMD for depth scanning of a
sample using conventional Raman scattering [11]. The DMD could also be
used in student projects or educational purposes such as demonstrate the use
of Moiré patterns for aligning two components, but the imaging system has
to be given a overhaul.
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A Appendix

Here is a simple example of a code where the interface is used to controll
the DMD. Code for the interface functions can be found at the end of this
section.

%% Example code to demonstrate how to use the interface.

% Author: Ronja Eriksson

% Load the library for the DMD

DmdLibraryLoad();

% Connect to the DMD

[Return,DeviceID] = DevAlloc(ALP.DEFAULT);

% Check the return value

CheckReturn(Return);

% Load a picture that will be sent to the DMD

image = imread('ProjectionSequence_Count1024x768_01.png');

% The image has the data type uint8

% Allocate memory on the DMD for the picture

BitPlanes = int32(8); % 8 bit depht

PicNum = int32(1); % One picture

[Return,SequencID] = SeqAlloc(DeviceID,BitPlanes,PicNum);

% Check the return value

CheckReturn(Return);

% Load picture to the DMD

ImageSeqPtr = libpointer('voidPtr',image);

[Return] = ...

SeqPut(DeviceID,SequencID,ALP.DEFAULT,ALP.DEFAULT,ImageSeqPtr);

% Start countinous display of the loaded picture

[~] = ProjStartCont(DeviceID,SequencID);

% Wait

pause
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% End the display and disconnect the DMD

[~] = ProjHalt(DeviceID);

[Return] = SeqFree(DeviceID,SequencID);

[Return] = DevFree(DeviceID);

The code works as follow:

• DmdLibraryLoad() loads the ALP functions found in the DLL file so
MATLAB can pass argument to them and thus control the DMD.

• DecAlloc() allocates the DMD according to the setting ALP.DEFAULT.
In the class file ALP the value DEFAULT = int32(0) is defined and it
is accesed by writting ALP.DEFAULT. The output argument Return is
the error value returned from the DMD. Note that an error value will
always be returned from the ALP functions. The function also returns
DeviceID which is a ID handle to the allocated DMD. It is used to
address the DMD.

• CheckReturn() checks what the error value is and what is means.

• Load the picture. ProjectionSequence Count1024x768 01.png into MAT-
LAB. The picture data type is uint8 which means it has a bit depth of
8 bits.

• The parameters BitPlanes and PicNum are defined. BitPlanes is the
number of bit planes (it is equal to the bit depth), in the picture and
PicNum is the number of pictures sent to the DMD. Note that the two
values are defined to be of the data type int32, i.e the values is of type
int and are 32 bits long as demanded by the ALP.

• SeqAlloc() allocates memory on the DMD for the number of pictures
defined (PicNum) with the specified bit depth (BitPlanes). The func-
tions returns SequencID which is the handle for the secuency and it is
used to address the sequency on the DMD.

• libpointer() creates a pointer of type voidPtr that points to the
memory address of were the picture is.

• SeqPut() loads the picture to the DMD.

• ProjStartCont() Starts a infinite display loop so that the picture is
displayed continuous on the DMD.

• ProjHalt() stops the display of the picture

• SeqFree() frees the allocated memory on the DMD
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• DevFree() disconnects the DMD.

In the appendix the source code for the functions used can be found.

A.1 Interface code

A.1.1 DMDLibraryLoad.m

function [] = DmdLibraryLoad()

%% [] = DmdLibraryLoad()

% This functions loads the Dynamical Linked Library, DLL,

% that is used to control the DMD.

% This enables the control of the DMD via MATLAB commands.

% The name of the DLL is found in the ALP class in the

% property ALP.DllName and the header file can be found in

% ALP.headFile.

% Check if library is loded, if not load the library

if ~libisloaded(ALP.DllName)

loadlibrary(ALP.DllName,ALP.HeadFile)

end

% Check if library is loaded and inform the user

if libisloaded(ALP.DllName) == 1

disp('The library is loaded.')

else

disp('Error: the larbary was not loaded.')

end

end

A.1.2 DecAlloc.m

function [Return,DeviceID] = DevAlloc(DeviceNum)

%% [AllocRet,DeviceID] = DmdDevAlloc(DeviceNum)

% This functions allocates the

eDMD and connects it to

% MATLAB enabling control of the device.

% Input:
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% DeviceNum - Can either be set to: ALP.DEFAULT = int32(0),

% then the next available DMD is connected to MATLAB.

% This is pre-defined in the DmdVarDef.m script.

% The series number of the DMD, (in the format int32()),

% the device with the corresponding number will be

% connected to MATLAB.

% Output:

% Return - The return value from the DMD

% DeviceID - A handel used to adress the device in

% other functions.

% Author: Ronja Eriksson

InitFlag = int32(0); % Set the initziation flag

DeviceIdPtr = libpointer('ulongPtr',0); % Pointer

[Return, DeviceID] = ... % Call AlpDevAlloc, connect the DMD.

calllib(ALP.DllName,'AlpDevAlloc',DeviceNum,...

InitFlag,DeviceIdPtr);

end

A.1.3 CheckReturn.m

function [] = CheckReturn(Return)

% Check the return value from the DMD

% to make sure it is okay.

switch Return

case 0

disp('Alp ok')

case 1001

disp('Alp not online')

case 1002

disp('Alp not idle')

case 1003

disp('Alp not available')

case 1004

disp('Alp not ready')

case 1005

disp('Alp parameter invalid')

case 1006

disp('Alp addr invalid')
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case 1007

disp('Alp memory full')

case 1008

disp('Alp sequensy in use')

case 1009

disp('Alp halted')

case 1010

disp('Alp error init')

case 1011

disp('Alp error comm')

case 1012

disp('Alp Device removed')

case 1013

disp('Alp not configured')

case 1014

disp('Alp loader function')

case 1018

disp('Alp error power down')

case 1019

disp('Alp driver version')

case 1020

disp('Alp sdram init')

otherwise

disp('Unknown return value')

end

end

A.1.4 SeqAlloc.m

function [Return,SequencID] =

SeqAlloc(DeviceID,BitPlanes,PicNum)

%% [Return,SequencID] = SeqAlloc(DeviceID,BitPlanes,PicNum)

% This function allocates memory on the DMD that will be

% used to contain a picture sequence.

% Input:

% DeviceID - The ID handle of the DMD

% BitPlanes - The bit depth of the pictures

% PicNum - The number of pictures in the seq

% Output:
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% Return - The return value from the DMD

% SequencID - The ID handle for the memory allocated.

% Check that PicNum and bitPlanes are of correct data type.

if isinteger(BitPlanes) == 0 || isinteger(PicNum) == 0

BitPlanes = int32(BitPlanes);

PicNum = int32(PicNum);

end

SequencyIdPtr = libpointer('ulongPtr',0); % Pointer

[Return,SequencID] = ...

calllib(ALP.DllName,'AlpSeqAlloc',DeviceID,BitPlanes,...

PicNum,SequencyIdPtr);

end

A.1.5 SeqPut.m

function [Return] =

SeqPut(DeviceID,SequencID,PicOffset,PicLoad,ImageSeqPtr)

%% [Return,RetPtr] = SeqPut(DeviceID,SequencID,

% PicOffset,PicLoad,ImageSeqPtr)

% This functions loads the picture sequency onto the DMD.

% Input:

% DeviceID - The ID handle of the DMD.

% SequencID - The ID handle of the sequence.

% PicOffset - The number of the picture where the

% loading will start

% PicLoad - The number of pictures that shall be loaded.

% ImageSeqPtr - A pointer to the matrix that

% contains the pictures of type voidPtr.

% The pointer is created as

% ImageSeqPtr = libpointer('voidPtr',Images) where Images

% is a matrix with dimension [M,N,PicNum] with PicNum as

% the number of pictures. So Images = [:,:,1] is the first

% picture in the sequence.

% Output:

% Return - The return value from the DMD.

% RetPtr - The returned pointer from the DMD.

[Return,~] =...

calllib(ALP.DllName,'AlpSeqPut',DeviceID,SequencID,...
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PicOffset,PicLoad,ImageSeqPtr);

end

A.1.6 ProjStartCont.m

function [Return] = ProjStartCont(DeviceID,SequencID)

%% [Return] = ProjStart(DeviceID,SequencID)

% This function calls the ALP function 'AlpProjStartcont'

% that displays the sequency that was last loaded into the

% memory in an infinite loop.

%

% Input:

% DeviceID - The ID handle for the DMD.

% SequencID - The ID handle for the sequency.

% Output:

% Return - The return values from the DMD

[Return] = calllib(ALP.DllName,'AlpProjStartCont', ...

DeviceID, SequencID);

end

A.1.7 ProjHalt.m

function [Return] = ProjHalt(DeviceID)

%% [Return] = ProjHalt(DeviceID)

% This function calls the ALP function 'AlpProjHalt'

% that stops a currently running sequency on the DMD.

%

% Input:

% DeviceID - the ID handle of the DMD.

% Output:

% Return - the return value from the DMD.

[Return] = calllib(ALP.DllName,'AlpProjHalt',DeviceID);

end

A.1.8 SeqFree.m

function [Return] = SeqFree(DeviceID,SequencID)

%% [FreeRet] = DmdSeqFree(DllName,DeviceID,SequencID)
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% This functions frees the allocaded memory on the device.

% Input:

% DllName - The name of the DLL file

% DeviceID - The ID handle of the DMD

% SequencID - The ID handle of the memory

[Return] = calllib(ALP.DllName,'AlpSeqFree',DeviceID,SequencID);

end

A.1.9 DevFree.m

function [Return] = DevFree(DeviceID)

%% [Return] = DevFree(DeviceID)

% This functions frees the DMD so it

% can be disconnected.

%

% Input:

% DeviceID - The ID handle for the DMD.

% Output:

% Return - The return values from the DMD

[Return] = calllib(ALP.DllName,'AlpDevFree',DeviceID);

end
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